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Physicians, Patients & Power
Acta Chirurgica Scandinavica
Updated and revised, the fourth edition of this reader-friendly reference presents straightforward guidelines for proper
contact lens fitting. Covering today's full range of contact lens types, it also explores how to manage some of the major
complications of contact lens wear. Devoid of extraneous optical theory, it focuses on the hands-on information that readers
need to know in order to provide complete well-eye care. Uses a reader-friendly, easy-to-understand writing style that
makes correct fitting techniques easy to understand and apply. Includes tips on unusual fitting procedures, such as toric
fitting and bifocal fitting. Contains guidance on advanced fitting techniques for keratoconus, toric lenses, and tinted contact
lenses. Offers valuable appendices of conversion tables, compensation values, drugs commonly used in ophthalmology, and
more. Covers all the latest topics, including refractive surgery and the use of contact lenses, bifocal contact lenses,
disposable contact lenses, and the newest rigid gas-permeable lenses. Contains a wealth of new chapters addressing
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corneal topography, contact lens wear and ocular allergy, AIDS and contact lenses, and other timely subjects. Includes a
wealth of new illustrations that demonstrate key principles and techniques. Features a new co-editor, Dr. Melvin
Freeman--past president of the Contact Lens Association of Ophthalmologists. Presents a new appendix that translates
commonly asked questions and instructions into more than 12 different languages, facilitating communication with nonEnglish-speaking patients.

Medical Management of the Thoracic Surgery Patient E-Book
Textbook of Pediatric Rheumatology E-Book
This book describes seven generations of a single Roberts lineage in the Southern States. A selection of public and private
papers is included which refl ects the times and the temperaments of the authors. The Roberts in this lineage crossed the
Blue Ridge in 1770 and were British loyalists on the Virginia frontier at the outbreak of the Revolutionary War. In the next
three generations, the family settled in newly-opened Indian Territory in South Carolina, Georgia, and Mississippi,
respectively. At the outbreak of the Civil War, the Roberts patriarch was a Unionist judge in Georgia, while the eldest son
was a Secessionist attorney in Mississippi. The post War generations commenced with a literary college president who was
life-long friends with the Candler brothers of Emory and Coca Cola. The next three generations were physicians. The first
was the fi rst cardiologist in Georgia and a national medical leader. The second is a researcher in heart disease whose
publications and addresses have had worldwide influence in medicine. And the last is author of this book. Cover Photograph
James William ("Will") Roberts was twelve when this photograph was taken in Atlanta during the Civil War, in which his
father, in the 13th Mississippi regiment, had died. To support his mother and younger siblings, Will sold newspapers and
apples (shown in the basket he is holding) in front of the Atlanta hardware store of Joseph Spencer Stewart, an Emory
College graduate (1849), who later funded the education of Will at Emory College (1st honors,1877) in Oxford, Georgia. Will
married Cliff ord Rebecca Stewart, a daughter of Mr. Stewart, and became minister of Trinity Church in Atlanta and
president of Wesleyan College in Macon.

Patient Power
Orthopaedic Rehabilitation of the Athlete
Collaborations of physicians and researchers with industry can provide valuable benefits to society, particularly in the
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translation of basic scientific discoveries to new therapies and products. Recent reports and news stories have, however,
documented disturbing examples of relationships and practices that put at risk the integrity of medical research, the
objectivity of professional education, the quality of patient care, the soundness of clinical practice guidelines, and the
public's trust in medicine. Conflict of Interest in Medical Research, Education, and Practice provides a comprehensive look at
conflict of interest in medicine. It offers principles to inform the design of policies to identify, limit, and manage conflicts of
interest without damaging constructive collaboration with industry. It calls for both short-term actions and long-term
commitments by institutions and individuals, including leaders of academic medical centers, professional societies, patient
advocacy groups, government agencies, and drug, device, and pharmaceutical companies. Failure of the medical
community to take convincing action on conflicts of interest invites additional legislative or regulatory measures that may
be overly broad or unduly burdensome. Conflict of Interest in Medical Research, Education, and Practice makes several
recommendations for strengthening conflict of interest policies and curbing relationships that create risks with little benefit.
The book will serve as an invaluable resource for individuals and organizations committed to high ethical standards in all
realms of medicine.

Heart Failure: A Companion to Braunwald's Heart Disease E-book
Medical Management of the Thoracic Surgery Patient, by Michael I. Lewis, MD and Robert J. McKenna, Jr., MD, is a
comprehensive pulmonary and thoracic reference that takes a practical approach to the diagnosis, workup and care of the
thoracic surgery patient. It is geared towards pulmonary and critical care physicians and their trainees as well as all other
specialties with whom thoracic surgeons consult and interact. It outlines the principles for understanding the underlying
disease entities as well as the clinical implications and complications of surgery, and interprets key surgical concepts such
as correlative and functional anatomy for non-surgeons. Contributions from today’s authorities“at-a-glance detailed key
information, as well as summary bulletsand a multidisciplinary perspective, combine to offer essential guidance for
confident patient management. As an Expert Consult title it includes convenient online access to the complete contents of
the book—fully searchable—along with video clips of thoracic procedures, patient information sheets, all of the images
downloadable for your personal use, and references linked to Medline at www.expertconsult.com. Includes access to a
companion website at expertconsult.com where you can search the complete contents of the book, watch video clips of
thoracic procedures, print out patient information sheets, download all of the images, and review references linked to
Medlineproviding you with a powerful resource for convenient consultation anytime, anywhere. Features ‘real world’
illustrative cases presented in a brief, bulleted format that facilitates easy access to and retention of the material. Examines
every aspect of diagnosis and management for pre-, peri-, and postoperative care for an all-encompassing reference to
respond to unique surgical problems. Provides coverage of individual topics supplemented by a brief case-based
presentation, where appropriate, that lend a real-life perspective to the material. Contains all of the “need-to-know facts for
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a complete, thorough consultation in diagnosis and treatment of patients who undergo thoracic surgery. Offers practical
information that utilizes the experience of today’s leaders while based on evidence in the literature for coverage you can
trust. Examines current clinical controversies, providing you with an arena for discussion of sensitive topics and guidance
on preferred approaches when relevant. Presents pearls, pitfalls, key points, and other learning elements in each chapter,
to help you locate summaries of essential information “at-a-glance. Features chapters written by specialists of various
disciplines, to equip you with a balanced perspective on each condition.

Patients, Power and the Poor in Eighteenth-Century Bristol
Comprehensive Biomaterials brings together the myriad facets of biomaterials into one, major series of six edited volumes
that would cover the field of biomaterials in a major, extensive fashion: Volume 1: Metallic, Ceramic and Polymeric
Biomaterials Volume 2: Biologically Inspired and Biomolecular Materials Volume 3: Methods of Analysis Volume 4:
Biocompatibility, Surface Engineering, and Delivery Of Drugs, Genes and Other Molecules Volume 5: Tissue and Organ
Engineering Volume 6: Biomaterials and Clinical Use Experts from around the world in hundreds of related biomaterials
areas have contributed to this publication, resulting in a continuum of rich information appropriate for many audiences. The
work addresses the current status of nearly all biomaterials in the field, their strengths and weaknesses, their future
prospects, appropriate analytical methods and testing, device applications and performance, emerging candidate materials
as competitors and disruptive technologies, and strategic insights for those entering and operational in diverse biomaterials
applications, research and development, regulatory management, and commercial aspects. From the outset, the goal was
to review materials in the context of medical devices and tissue properties, biocompatibility and surface analysis, tissue
engineering and controlled release. It was also the intent both, to focus on material properties from the perspectives of
therapeutic and diagnostic use, and to address questions relevant to state-of-the-art research endeavors. Reviews the
current status of nearly all biomaterials in the field by analyzing their strengths and weaknesses, performance as well as
future prospects Presents appropriate analytical methods and testing procedures in addition to potential device applications
Provides strategic insights for those working on diverse application areas such as R&D, regulatory management, and
commercial development

The Power of Human Imagination
For at least half of the twentieth century, psychology and the other mental health professions all but ignored the significant
adaptive pos sibilities of the human gift of imagery. Our capacity seemingly to duplicate sights, sounds, and other sensory
experiences through some form of central brain process continues to remain a mysterious, alma st miraculous skill.
Because imagery is so much a private experience, experimental psychologists found it hard to measure and turned their
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attentian to observable behaviors that could easily be studied in ani maIs as well as in humans. Psychoanalysts and others
working with the emotionally disturbed continued to take imagery informatian se riously in the form of dream reports,
transferenee fantasies, and as indications of hallucinations or delusions. On the whole, however, they emphasized the
maladaptive aspects of the phenomena, the dis tortions and defensiveness or the "regressive" qualities of daydreams and
sequences of images. The present volume grows out of a long series of investigations by the senior author that have
suggested that daydreaming and the stream of consciousness are not simply manifestations in adult life of persist ing
phenomena of childhood. Rather, the data suggest that imagery sequences represent a major system of encoding and
transforming information, a basic human capacity that is inevitably part of the brain's storage process and one that has
enormous potential for adap tive utility. A companian volume, The Stream of Consciousness, edited by Kenneth S. Pope and
Jerome L.

Conflict of Interest in Medical Research, Education, and Practice
"This book presents quality articles focused on key issues concerning the planning, design, maintenance, and management
of telecommunications and networking technologies"--Provided by publisher.

Leibel and Phillips Textbook of Radiation Oncology - E-Book
Power to the Patient
Urolithiasis, or stone disease occurs in 7% of women and 12% of men at some point, and these statistics are rising.
Furthermore, for those who form a stone, the likelihood of a recurrence is nearly 50% within 5 years of initial diagnosis.
Therefore, the need for effective, minimally invasive alternatives for stone eradication and prevention is critical. Because
stone disease comprises a large part of any urologist’s practice, a thorough knowledge of the pathogenesis and
pathophysiology of stone disease is critical in order to understand and implement treatment strategies to prevent stone
formation. Likewise, a working knowledge of the surgical treatments, instrumentation and outcomes is necessary to arm
patients with sufficient information to make an informed decision and to provide the appropriate treatment modality for a
given stone situation. In Urolithiasis: Medical and Surgical Management, the authors provide a complete guide to the
management of stone disease from both a medical and surgical prospective. This book should be an invaluable resource for
those who treat stone disease in any capacity, whether surgically or medically, acutely or long-term.

Selected Readings on Global Information Technology: Contemporary Applications
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Rheumatology E-Book
This book is the product of years of thought and a profound concern for the state of contemporary psychology. Jerome
Kagan, a theorist and leading researcher, examines popular practices and assumptions held by many psychologists. He
uncovers a variety of problems that, troublingly, are largely ignored by investigators and clinicians. Yet solutions are
available, Kagan maintains, and his reasoned suggestions point the way to a better understanding of the mind and mental
illness. Kagan identifies four problems in contemporary psychology: the indifference to the setting in which observations are
gathered, including the age, class, and cultural background of participants and the procedure that provides the evidence
(he questions, for example, the assumption that similar verbal reports of well-being reflect similar psychological states); the
habit of basing inferences on single measures rather than patterns of measures (even though every action, reply, or
biological response can result from more than one set of conditions); the defining of mental illnesses by symptoms
independent of their origin; and the treatment of mental disorders with drugs and forms of psychotherapy that are
nonspecific to the diagnosed illness. The author's candid discussion will inspire the debate that is needed in a discipline
seeking to fulfill its promises.

Stroke MRI
Urolithiasis
Textbook of Pediatric Rheumatology examines the full spectrum of rheumatologic diseases and non-rheumatologic
musculoskeletal disorders in children and adolescents, detailing the presentation, differential diagnosis, course,
management, and prognosis of every major condition. Drs. James T. Cassidy, Ross E. Petty, Ronald M. Laxer, and Carol B.
Lindsley discuss recent developments in diagnosis, treatment, genetics, immunology, imaging, and more. Diagnose and
treat effectively through exhaustive reviews of the complex symptoms and signs and lab abnormalities that characterize
these clinical disorders. Choose treatment protocols based on the best scientific evidence available today. Apply the
knowledge and experience of the leading experts in the field. Keep current with coverage of new topics including
macrophage activation syndrome, pediatric sarcoidosis, uveitis, imaging, and occupational and physical therapy. Tap into
detailed discussions of recent advances in the field, new research on the immunologic mechanisms of inflammatory
disease, and new developments on biologic treatments for arthritis in ten new chapters. Master complex concepts and key
techniques with a full-color design and full-color illustrations.
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Rehabilitation of the Hand and Upper Extremity, 2-Volume Set E-Book
The Institute of Medicine study Crossing the Quality Chasm (2001) recommended that an interdisciplinary summit be held
to further reform of health professions education in order to enhance quality and patient safety. Health Professions
Education: A Bridge to Quality is the follow up to that summit, held in June 2002, where 150 participants across disciplines
and occupations developed ideas about how to integrate a core set of competencies into health professions education.
These core competencies include patient-centered care, interdisciplinary teams, evidence-based practice, quality
improvement, and informatics. This book recommends a mix of approaches to health education improvement, including
those related to oversight processes, the training environment, research, public reporting, and leadership. Educators,
administrators, and health professionals can use this book to help achieve an approach to education that better prepares
clinicians to meet both the needs of patients and the requirements of a changing health care system.

Phacoemulsification
Whether you’re caring for patients on the ground or in the air, this trusted, one-of-a-kind resource is an essential tool for
your success in transport nursing. The 4th edition has been extensively revised to keep you up to date with the latest
technological advances and help you meet the ever-changing needs of this critical nursing field. Comprehensive overviews
familiarize you with the most common diseases and injuries encountered in practice, accompanied by important
management considerations to help you ensure the most effective communication and the safest patient care in all
transport settings. Case studies presented at the end of each clinical chapter demonstrate how to apply concepts to
scenarios similar to those you’ll encounter in practice. Special Populations Unit helps you meet the unique care needs of
pregnant, neonatal, pediatric, and military patients. Competencies listed at the beginning of each chapter help you identify
key components of effective patient care. Collaborative, multidisciplinary focus meets the educational and reference needs
of all transport health care providers and emphasizes the importance of teamwork in ensuring successful patient outcomes.
3 new chapters highlight emerging trends in transport care: The Use of Technology During Transport, including ventricular
assist devices, a chapter devoted to Mechanical Ventilation, and Military Transport with EnRoute care. Updated content
throughout provides a balance of ground and air coverage and reflects the recently published Flight and Ground Transport
Nursing Core Curriculum to help you prepare for the CTRN or CFRN examination. Expanded disaster management coverage
addresses front-line response to major disasters. Expanded disaster management coverage addresses important concerns
for improving front-line response to major disasters. Additional pathophysiology content helps you better understand the
effects of diseases and injuries on the body’s normal physiologic processes. Clear instructions for reading radiographs and
CT scans simplify the use of these diagnostic tools and help you improve related outcomes. Information based on the latest
updates from the Federal Aviation Association and the National Transportation Safety Board alerts you to important safety
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regulations. Obesity considerations included in the Patient Assessment and Preparation for Transport chapter outline special
challenges and possible solutions for the care of obese patients.

Selected Readings on Telecommunications and Networking
Stay on top of the latest scientific and therapeutic advances with the new edition of Leibel and Phillips Textbook of
Radiation Oncology. Dr. Theodore L. Phillips, in collaboration with two new authors, Drs. Richard Hoppe and Mack Roach,
offers a multidisciplinary look at the presentation of uniform treatment philosophies for cancer patients emphasizing the
"treat for cure" philosophy. You can also explore the implementation of new imaging techniques to locate and treat tumors,
new molecularly targeted therapies, and new types of treatment delivery. Supplement your reading with online access to
the complete contents of the book, a downloadable image library, and more at expertconsult.com. Gather step-by-step
techniques for assessing and implementing radiotherapeutic options with this comprehensive, full-color, clinically oriented
text. Review the basic principles behind the selection and application of radiation as a treatment modality, including
radiobiology, radiation physics, immobilization and simulation, high dose rate, and more. Use new imaging techniques to
anatomically locate tumors before and during treatment. Apply multidisciplinary treatments with advice from experts in
medical, surgical, and radiation oncology. Explore new treatment options such as proton therapy, which can facilitate
precise tumor-targeting and reduce damage to healthy tissue and organs. Stay on the edge of technology with new
chapters on IGRT, DNA damage and repair, and molecularly targeted therapies.

ASTNA Patient Transport - E-Book
For a long time I have felt that the present gynaecological training for registrars lacked familiarisation and understanding of
the basic principles of surgery. This is due to several factors. Firstly, the historical separation of gynaecology from general
surgery which led to our development as an independent speciality (and which Victor Bonney foretold to our detriment
when he opposed the formation of the College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists as a separate body from the College of
Surgeons). Secondly, a vast improvement in medical management of many gynaecological conditions has made surgical
practice dull and an unquestioning daily routine with little or no surgical instruction for many junior staff. Thirdly, the arrival
of subspecialisation has exacerbated this, as complicated surgery may be referred out by the general gynaecologist. Finally,
the trend in further education towards writing an MD rather than taking an FRCS degree. The arguments for and against
were set out in an editorial in the British Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (1983), later taken to task in the ensuing
correspondence. That editorial. together with the difficulty in finding up-to-date articles on surgical principles in one
volume, were the catalysts for this book. With the help of colleagues from other disciplines, I have attempted to present
recent advances side-by-side with modern-day gynaecological practice.
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Oncology Clinical Trials
The Power of Health Care Teams
Prevent athletic injuries and promote optimal recovery with the evidence-based guidelines and protocols inside Orthopaedic
Rehabilitation of the Athlete! Practical, expert guidance; a templated, user-friendly format make this rehab reference ideal
for any practitioner working with athletes! Consult this title on your favorite e-reader, conduct rapid searches, and adjust
font sizes for optimal readability. Apply targeted, evidence-based strategies for all internationally popular athletic activities,
including those enjoyed by older adults. Ensure optimal care from injury prevention through follow up 2 years post injury.
Make safe recommendations for non-chemical performance enhancement.

Involving Patients and the Public
With the combined expertise of leading hand surgeons and therapists, Rehabilitation of the Hand and Upper Extremity, 6th
Edition, by Drs. Skirven, Osterman, Fedorczyk and Amadio, helps you apply the best practices in the rehabilitation of hand,
wrist, elbow, arm and shoulder problems, so you can help your patients achieve the highest level of function possible. This
popular, unparalleled text has been updated with 30 new chapters that include the latest information on arthroscopy,
imaging, vascular disorders, tendon transfers, fingertip injuries, mobilization techniques, traumatic brachial plexus injuries,
and pain management. An expanded editorial team and an even more geographically diverse set of contributors provide
you with a fresh, authoritative, and truly global perspective while new full-color images and photos provide unmatched
visual guidance. Access the complete contents online at www.expertconsult.com along with streaming video of surgical and
rehabilitation techniques, links to Pub Med, and more. Provide the best patient care and optimal outcomes with trusted
guidance from this multidisciplinary, comprehensive resource covering the entire upper extremity, now with increased
coverage of wrist and elbow problems. Apply the latest treatments, rehabilitation protocols, and expertise of leading
surgeons and therapists to help your patients regain maximum movement after traumatic injuries or to improve limited
functionality caused by chronic or acquired conditions. Effectively implement the newest techniques detailed in new and
updated chapters on a variety of sports-specific and other acquired injuries, and chronic disorders. Keep up with the latest
advances in arthroscopy, imaging, vascular disorders, tendon transfers, fingertip injuries, mobilization techniques,
traumatic brachial plexus injuries, and pain management See conditions and treatments as they appear in practice thanks
to detailed, full-color design, illustrations, and photographs. Access the full contents online with streaming video of surgical
and rehabilitation techniques, downloadable patient handouts, links to Pub Med, and regular updates at
www.expertconsult.com. Get a fresh perspective from seven new section editors, as well as an even more geographically
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diverse set of contributors.

Selected Papers on Photodynamic Therapy
Comprehensive Biomaterials
In early modern England, housewives, clergymen, bloodletters, herb women, and patients told authoritative tales about the
body. By the end of the eighteenth century, however, medicine had begun to drown out these voices. This book argues that
changes in the relationship between rich and poor underlay this rise in medicine's authority.

Phacoemulsification, Fourth Edition
"This book offers articles focused on key issues concerning the development, design, and analysis of global IT"--Provided by
publisher.

The Power of the Weak
SPIE Milestones are collections of seminal papers from the world literature covering important discoveries and
developments in optics and photonics.

Journal of the American Medical Association
Dr. Douglas L. Mann, one of the foremost experts in the field, presents the 2nd Edition of Heart Failure: A Companion to
Braunwald’s Heart Disease. This completely reworked edition covers the scientific and clinical guidance you need to
effectively manage your patients and captures the dramatic advances made in the field over the last five years. Now in full
color, this edition features eleven new chapters, including advanced cardiac imaging techniques, use of biomarkers, cellbased therapies and tissue engineering, device therapies, and much more. Consult this title on your favorite e-reader,
conduct rapid searches, and adjust font sizes for optimal readability. Compatible with Kindle®, nook®, and other popular
devices. Use this Braunwald’s companion as the definitive source to prepare for the ABIM’s new Heart Failure board exam.
Access the fully searchable contents of the book online at Expert Consult. This edition includes 67 new authors, who are
experts in the field of heart failure Stay on the cutting edge with new chapters on: The latest practice guidelines for medical
and device therapy Hemodynamic assessment of heart failure Contemporary medical therapy for heart failure patients with
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reduced and preserved ejection fraction Biomarkers in heart failure Pulmonary hypertension Management of co-morbidities
in heart failure Mechanical cardiac support devices Get up to speed with the latest clinical trials, as well as how they have
influenced current practice guidelines Explore what’s changing in key areas such as basic mechanisms of heart failure,
genetic screening, cell and gene therapies, pulmonary hypertension, heart failure prevention, co-morbid conditions,
telemedicine/remote monitoring, and palliative care

Ophthalmology
Patient and public involvement in health and social care has become a key element of government policy, and the need to
listen and act on the views of patients and the public is an increasingly integral part of the planning and delivery of
healthcare. This new edition has been completely revised and updated, providing practical information on the new
responsibilities under clinical governance and Health Improvement Programmes, including useful website links and contact
details. It offers clear and straightforward practical advice and provides an introduction to the new structures and processes
being set up to enable patients and the public to be more influential in designing and delivering healthcare services. This
book is essential reading for all healthcare professionals including doctors, nurses and therapists, and those with
management responsibilities, as well as policy shapers and patient organisations.

Pediatric Infectious Diseases E-Book
Phacoemulsification: Principles and Techniques, Second Edition is perfect for the surgeon interested in learning the
concepts, developing skills, and preparing for the actual surgical procedure. This completely revised and updated resource
contains a detailed description of the basic technique of phacoemulsification and the special techniques devised by Dr.
Buratto and a group of highly acclaimed international surgeons when encountering unusual circumstances. Expert surgeons
interested in updating their knowledge and enhancing their operating skills will also benefit from this state-of-the-art tool.
This definitive resource couples both the authors' and 84 contributors' diverse experience and knowledge to produce a
complete vision of cataract surgery. Included within this completely revised second edition are 768 pages of updated
material and more than 962 figures to illustrate this procedure. Modern cataract surgery has continually changed since its
inception. The evolution of this procedure has been aided by technological advancements, increased knowledge of the
anatomy of the eye, and the improvement of IOLs. Phacoemulsification: Principles and Techniques is a necessary text for all
surgeons aspiring to improve their surgical results using the latest techniques available.

Principles of Gynaecological Surgery
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This rewritten and updated second edition provides comprehensive information on the wide-ranging applications of
statistics in the pharmacological field. Focusing on practical aspects, it sets out to bridge the gap between industry and
academia.;Reflecting the changes that have taken place since publication of the first edition, this volume covers new topics
such as: cancer clinical trials, clinical trials of AIDS patients and animal tumorigenicity studies; the development of
antiepileptic drugs; the role of epidemiology in postmarketing trials and adverse drug experience; computer-assisted new
drug application (CANDA) submissions; contract research organizations; interim analysis in clinical trials; and roomtemperature tests for the stability of drugs.;This work is intended as: a reference for statisticians, biostatisticians,
pharmacologists, administrators, managers, and scientists in the pharmaceutical industry; and a text for graduate students
taking courses in applied statistics or pharmaceutical statistics.

The New Family Bible: Or Divine Library With Notes Selected from Approved Commentators,
Etc. [With Plates.]
The debate rages on over how to cope with the rising costs of medical care—proposed solutions range from a single payer
system with a broad government control to loosely defined market-driven plans. The authors look at three key elements of
health care costs and offer thoughtful, realistic suggestions to help stem the tide of rising expenses for everyone.

British Medical Journal
This new volume in the Requisites in Pediatrics series offers expert advice in the assessment and treatment of infectious
diseases in children. An emphasis on common conditions enables you to address the cases you’re most likely to encounter,
and discussions of unusual infections helps you determine when to seek additional information or consultation. It delivers all
this information designed in a way that compliments your practice and in the proven “high-yield Requisites
format—equipping you to master the material quickly. Perfect for quick review, everyday practice, and exam preparation,
this is one resource you’ll consult time and time again! Examines infections in terms of their effects on specific body sites or
organs to mirror how diagnoses are often made in real practice. Highlights infections in specific patient populations
including newborns, transplant patients, travelers, and children with HIV to equip you to address special scenarios.
Discusses immunization and basic infection control in doctors’ offices and child-care facilities to reduce the risk of the
spread of infections. Presents chapters on fevers of unknown origin and febrile syndromes characterized by rashes to
prepare you for difficult-to-diagnose cases. Summarizes basic information and vocabulary concerning microorganisms and
antimicrobials essential for the interpretation of laboratory reports. Follows a logical, consistent chapter format to facilitate
quick and easy reference. Offers practice-proven guidance on differential diagnoses, lab values / radiologic studies,
treatment / therapy recommendations, and advice on when to refer to a specialist. Features a wealth of illustrations and
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tables that make details clearer, and illuminate important information. Includes highlighted boxes that emphasize relevant
case studies • key points of each section • current controversies • and other important topics that can affect your practice.

Statistics In the Pharmaceutical Industry, 3rd Edition
Comprehensive coverage of new developments and techniques in phacoemulsification, including a DVD Rom.

Selected Roberts Papers
Stroke MRI is a new imaging tool providing detailed information of the pathophysiological aspects of cerebral ischemia. This
book - with CD-ROM - includes a case collection of 25 hyperacute stroke patients, all imaged within six hours of stroke onset
with a complete stroke MRI protocol. Stroke MRI and the established clinical methods are compared and recent results from
single and multicenter trials are presented to demonstrate the advantages of MRI for stroke patients. The CD-ROM contains
diffusion-, T2-, T2*-perfusion-weighted images and MR angiography. The CD and the book are complementary to avoid
redundancy as far as possible.

Surgical Techniques in Ophthalmology (Pediatric Ophthalmic Surgery)
Clinical trials are the engine of progress in the development of new drugs and devices for the detection, monitoring,
prevention and treatment of cancer. A well conceived, carefully designed and efficiently conducted clinical trial can produce
results that change clinical practice overnight, deliver new oncology drugs and diagnostics to the marketplace, and expand
the horizon of contemporary thinking about cancer biology. A poorly done trial does little to advance the field or guide
clinical practice, consumes precious clinical and financial resources and challenges the validity of the ethical contract
between investigators and the volunteers who willingly give their time and effort to benefit future patients. With chapters
written by oncologists, researchers, biostatisticians, clinical research administrators, and industry and FDA representatives,
Oncology Clinical Trials, provides a comprehensive guide for both early-career and senior oncology investigators into the
successful design, conduct and analysis of an oncology clinical trial. Oncology Clinical Trials covers how to formulate a
study question, selecting a study population, study design of Phase I, II, and III trials, toxicity monitoring, data analysis and
reporting, use of genomics, cost-effectiveness analysis, systemic review and meta-analysis, and many other issues. Many
examples of real-life flaws in clinical trials that have been reported in the literature are included throughout. The book
discusses clinical trials from start to finish focusing on real-life examples in the development, design and analysis of clinical
trials. Oncology Clinical Trials features: A systematic guide to all aspects of the design, conduct, analysis, and reporting of
clinical trials in oncology Contributions from oncologists, researchers, biostatisticians, clinical research administrators, and
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industry and FDA representatives Hot topics in oncology trials including multi-arm trials, meta-analysis and adaptive design,
use of genomics, and cost-effectiveness analysis Real-life examples from reported clinical trials included throughout

Health Professions Education
The most influential reference in the field for nearly thirty years, Bennett and Brachman's Hospital Infections is in its
thoroughly updated Fifth Edition. Written by internationally recognized experts—many affiliated with the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention—the book is the most comprehensive, up-to-date, authoritative guide to the recognition,
management, prevention, and control of infections in all types of healthcare facilities. More than half of this edition's
chapters have new authors who are current experts in the field. Important new chapters cover patient safety, public
reporting, controlling antimicrobial-resistant pathogens (especially MRSA and VRE), fungi, and healthcare-associated
infections caused by newer treatments such as invasive cardiology. This edition has a new two-color design.

Psychology's Ghosts
Stay current in the ever-changing discipline of rheumatology with clear, reliable guidance from Hochberg’s Rheumatology,
one of the most respected and trusted sources in the field. Designed to meet the needs of the practicing clinician, this
medical reference book provides extensive, authoritative coverage of rheumatic diseases from basic scientific principles to
practical points of clinical management in a lucid, logical, user-friendly manner. Track disease progression and treat
patients more effectively with the information on genetic findings, imaging outcomes, cell and biologic therapies,
rheumatoid arthritis, and SLE. Incorporate recent findings about pathogenesis of disease; imaging outcomes for specific
diseases like RA, osteoarthritis, and spondyloarthropathies; cell and biologic therapies; and other timely topics. Remain up
to date on the latest information in rheumatology through 13 brand-new chapters covering biomedical and translation
science, disease and outcome assessment, new imaging modalities, early emerging disease, clinical therapeutics, patient
management, and rehabilitation. Take advantage of expanded coverage of small molecule treatment, biologics, biomarkers,
epigenetics, biosimilars, and cell-based therapies. Focus on the core knowledge needed for successful results with each
chapter co-authored by an internationally-renowned specialist in the field. Easily find the information you need thanks to a
consistent, user-friendly format with templated content and large-scale images.

Bennett & Brachman's Hospital Infections
Includes proceedings of the Association, papers read at the annual sessions, and list of current medical literature.
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Fitting Guide for Rigid and Soft Contact Lenses
Part of an eight volume series each focusing on a subspecialty: Cataract Surgery, Refractive Surgery, Oculoplasty and
Reconstructive Surgery, Corneal Surgery, Glaucoma Surgery, Retinal Surgery, Strabismus Surgery, Paediatric Ophthalmic
Surgery. This book covers all types of cataract surgical techniques in a step by step, easy to follow format. It serves as a
ready reference of ophthalmic surgeries demonstrated by international experts and includes comprehensive tips on the
efficient use of various surgical techniques.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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